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The Triple Point EIS Service (the Service) is a discretionary 
investment management service, from Triple Point 
Investment Management LLP (the Manager). 
The Service will seek to invest in EIS qualifying companies 
(Investee Companies), investing in cash generative 
businesses with predictable earning streams from high 
quality counterparties. 
Shares will be allocated to Investee Companies requiring 
funding; where possible, shares will be allocated to 
companies engaged in differing trades. 
The Service is evergreen and therefore open all year round. 
Minimum investor subscription is £25,000. 
To qualify for investment, Investee Companies must have 
received advanced assurance from HMRC.  
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Conclusion 
The investment strategy of the Service adheres to the same model used by the Manager with previous EIS 
investments in infrastructure and renewable energy investments. The Manager undertakes rigorous due diligence 
to identify cash generative businesses with a high quality customer base.  

The pipeline of investment opportunities appears ample and diversified: the Manager has a record of sourcing 
investment opportunities that meet its general investment mandate of capital preservation through the 
identification of trades with reliable and predictable revenues.  Previous EIS and VCTs invested in investee 
companies trading in solar PV, and cinema digitisation.  This EIS tranche aims to invest in construction, energy 
generation and infrastructure EIS opportunities. Investors may hold shares in one or more different businesses in 
the aforementioned sectors. 

How the Manager invests funds will influence the risk and forecasted returns.  Some sectors should command 
higher returns than would others, thanks to their required higher levels of technology and greater construction 
complexity. The choice in trades will affect the timing and potential success of any future exit.  The Manager aims 
to complete investment within six months of receipt of funds, and will select investments based on their 
predictable and reliable cash flows to meet the targeted returns. 

In summary, the Manager is well regarded in EIS and VCTs, and has a record of investment in asset acquisition, if 
not specifically the trades under scrutiny.  Triple Point manages a c.£275m diversified portfolio of EIS and VCT 
qualifying investments in the renewable energy and infrastructure sectors, distinguished by predictable revenue 
streams, so as to reduce risk.  The general investment strategy, where the underlying deals are not yet known, 
requires investors to have a flexible approach with regards to the exact investment terms.  By targeting a range of 
different businesses, investors may enjoy a degree of diversification, though it is unclear whether the chosen 
sectors share common economic drivers, meaning that they could be affected similarly by economic change. 

The Service differentiates itself from many EIS by choosing not to have a performance fee or carried interest.  
Returns are likely to be modest (the Service targets returns in excess of 10%  over the life of an investment( ), but 
exits may be prompt, if in line with the Manager’s excellent record: 14 EIS have exited, virtually all in the first six 
months following the three year minimum holding period.  

In summary, this well regarded Manager sets out to provide low risk investment relative to many other EIS, and 
prompt exit after the three year obligatory holding period.  The modest returns emphasises the importance of 
claiming the EIS tax reliefs, which the Manager has established a good record in achieving.
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Risk Warning for EIS Schemes 

Individuals should always read and bear in mind the risk warning notices that are included within providers’ investment 
offer literature/documentation, including prospectuses, information memorandums, securities notes, brochures and other 
related marketing literature. Whilst the following list is inconclusive, some of the main risks to be aware of include:  

• Investments are in small, unquoted companies and should be considered as high risk  

• Investments are illiquid and generally need to be held for at least three years before ay tax benefit can be claimed; 

• An EIS/Seed EIS investment should be viewed as a long-term investment  

• Legislation, along with the nature and level of tax reliefs is subject to change. There can be no certainty that 

investments will be eligible or remain eligible for EIS/Seed EIS Relief  

• Historic investment performance cannot be used as a guide to future performance, and the value of any given 

investment may rise or fall 

• Many EIS/Seed EIS Schemes involve investment in a single company or sector and therefore should only be 

considered as a small part of an overall portfolio  

• Investors may not have independent representation on the Boards of investee companies which can mean their 

interests are not adequately considered relative to the executive team 

• EIS/Seed EIS investments should only be considered by sophisticated investors who understand, and have given 

careful consideration to, the underlying investment strategy and associated risks.  For help in determining 

potential investment suitability, professional advice should be sought. 

• Often there will be no regulatory oversight and investors will usually not be eligible for compensation if things go 

wrong 
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Definition 
Overview 
The Manager looks to invest in trades where revenues are predictable, and the source of the revenues is of high 
quality.  The majority of these trades are likely to focus on sectors in construction and energy generation. 

To qualify for investment, Investee Companies should be able to demonstrate the following characteristics: 

• Have visible earnings, which, if the Feed in Tariff (FiT) applies, may be index-linked, potentially helping a 
future sale of the Investee Company or its assets 

• Show earnings secured against a high quality counterparty, such as government backed FITs or ROCs, 
regulated utility, corporate or local authority balance sheet, which should help protect against a potential 
payment default 

• Use tried and tested technology with comprehensive operating and maintenance (O&M) contracts.  In the 
case of renewable energy, the O&M contracts should ensure steady energy production and predictable 
energy savings, which should help income forecasts to be met. 

• Be cash-generative, with stable, established client bases 

• Be in a business sector with high barriers to entry 

• Have a clear potential probability exit strategy apparent at outset. 

In addition, the Manager looks for the following: 

• Investment strategies which are underpinned by: 

o Asset backing 

o Highly creditworthy customers 

o Predictable revenue streams 

o Strong underlying business rationale 

• Investments in which robust due diligence has been undertaken into target investments; 

• Investments where there is a high level of access to regular material financial and other information; 

• Investments where the risk of capital losses is minimised through careful analysis of the collateral available 
to investee companies; 

• Investments where there is a strong relationship with the key decision makers. 

Investee Companies 
The Manager’s sector and investment experience can be exploited by the entrepreneur.  The Manager helps refine 
the business plan with the company, stress testing it, checking assumptions, contracts etc.  

Members of the Triple Point team who have adequate knowledge of the investment opportunity are appointed to the 
board to sit alongside a non-Triple Point director.  

Due Diligence and Process 
Triple Point carefully screens all opportunities to ensure that they satisfy the Company’s investment strategy 
introduced by a variety of sources including corporate finance houses, industry practitioners and those that are 
proposed directly by entrepreneurs. 

Before investment, the Manager will undertake personal and corporate background checks, hold site visits, taking 
references on key individuals, and will test financial modelling of proposed business plans.   

Investment opportunities that meet the Manager’s criteria and the strategy of the relevant mandate or service go 
through a rigorous due diligence process, which includes corporate and personal background checks, meetings, site 
visits, reference take-ups, as well as technical, financial and market due diligence. 
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All potential investments go through an early stage Investment Evaluation Process, which includes the weekly 
opportunity evaluation meetings. These meetings provide a review of prospective investments and allow for 
additional analysis to be discussed and requested. 

Opportunities are subject to a due diligence process including corporate and personal background checks, meetings, 
site visits, taking up references, as well as technical, financial and market due diligence. 

The business case and rationale are reviewed with prospective partners. This includes stress testing, checking 
assumptions, reviewing commercial contracts and comprehensive analysis of proposals. 

The Manager uses internal and external legal support to negotiate the contractual terms of investment. If terms that 
are attractive in the context of each opportunity cannot be agreed, the opportunity is rejected. The Manager may 
assist the entrepreneur in negotiating key commercial contracts (e.g. construction or power supply contracts). 

HMRC advance assurances are obtained for EIS investments. In addition following the completion of the due 
diligence process and the agreement of the key legal documents. All investments must be approved by the Triple 
Point investment committee before a recommendation is made to the Board of the EIS company.  The Board has a 
veto on transactions. 

Subject to approval from the Board, transactions are concluded by execution of the final documents, after which 
funds are deployed into the Investee Company. 

For each investment, the Manager conducts due diligence on main contractors and suppliers.  

Investment Committee 
Triple Point’s Investment Committee includes Claire Ainsworth (Chair), Bryan Curel, Jonathan Parr, Marilyn Nwaka, 
Margaret Hall, Ben Beaton, Michael Bayer and Ian McLennan. 

A Triple Point Investment Committee (IC) approves proposed deals, allowing the Manager to release the funds.  The 
Service aims to build its portfolio and allot shares within six months of investment to enable investors to claim 
income tax relief swiftly.  The IC has the power to send back a proposal to the relevant managers until any queries 
are addressed.   

The Investment Committee meets monthly (or more frequently on an ad-hoc basis) to discuss, review and sign off or 
recommend potential investments.  For the committee to be quorate it must have at least four members attending 
and of those members two must be from the trio of Claire Ainsworth, Ian McLennan or Bryan Curel. 

Triple Point has subcommittees, which are sector specialists to monitor and review transactions. For example, there 
are subcommittees for solar and hydro investments amongst other areas. 

All proposed transactions are presented to the Board of the Manager for final approval. 

Monitoring 
Five portfolio monitoring groups have been established within Triple Point to provide regular oversight of investee 
companies on a sector basis. The groups are listed below. Each group meets on a quarterly basis for established 
sectors and more frequently where there are major construction or deployment programmes underway.  

Each group has four members and is quorate when three members or the chairman plus one other are present. 
Margaret Hall and Raza Ali, members of the portfolio monitoring team, are invited to attend all meetings and one of 
them is required for the meeting to be quorate. 

Deal leaders and key sector team members report on investment performance, key business milestones, any exit 
planning and any other pertinent matters. Notably, the group meetings are also an opportunity to air issues 
regarding corporate governance. 

Each EIS investee company will have its own board of directors comprising of one appointed by the Manager, and 
one independent director.  

The Portfolio Monitoring Groups encompass the following sectors: 

• Hydro 

• Digital cinema 

• Anaerobic digestion 

• Solar 
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• Other (including community construction and infrastructure financing) 

Construction projects have specific post investment monitoring. Triple Point closely monitors progress during 
construction, receiving weekly updates from the project managers and monthly reports covering construction 
progress and budget. There are quarterly board meetings for each investee company, and key milestone payments 
are approved by Triple Point throughout the construction period. In addition, each investee company holds 
insurance covering material damage, business interruption and third party liability for both the construction and the 
(post-construction) generation phase. 

Triple Point investment committee will assess each investment proposal for its appropriateness for EIS investment 
and all investments must be approved by the committee before they are considered by the independent Board of 
Directors of the Manager, who take the final decision. The Board of the Manager has ultimate responsibility for all 
investment decisions and have the ultimate veto right on any investment.  

Triple Point staff are encouraged where appropriate to invest in the EIS on the same terms as other investors.  

Identified Investment Areas 
The Service has a pipeline of construction, energy generation and infrastructure EIS opportunities. Examples of 
deals that Triple Point is focusing on include: 

• Specialist community construction  

• Specialist agricultural construction 

• Specialist energy centre construction and operation  

For each of the above, the Manager believes it has identified a gap in the market between niche developers, who 
source appropriate opportunities and take them through the early planning stages, and the end users of the 
facilities, who are generally well capitalised but ill-equipped to manage construction programmes. 

In each example, the Manager has identified seams of business and matched them with entrepreneurs to bring the 
infrastructure online.  

Triple Point EIS aims to target projects in the short term in community construction and has identified two such 
companies that it is funding, and it sees further opportunities within this sector. Once this opportunity is filled the 
service will allocate funds to the next available project, which is likely to also be in construction or combined heat 
and power projects, though there is scope, prior to the 6th April, to engage in renewable energy projects.  

Community Construction 
Community construction includes property construction and project management of supported living 
accommodation. Within this sector, the Service is likely to target businesses that construct apartments in and 
around UK town and city centres intended for young adults with mental and/or physical disabilities who may be 
seeking to move out of their family home for the first time. 

The EIS companies will only undertake projects where: 

• Due diligence has been satisfactorily completed on the site and proposed contractors 

• Planning consent has already been received; and 

• A 20-year lease for the project has been agreed with a registered provider of social housing, (similar to a 
housing association). 

The registered housing provider will let the flats to individual tenants who have their rent paid for directly by the 
local authority. The projects normally contain between 10 and 25 flats, have expected development costs of between 
£2 million and £4.5 million and should take between 10 to 14 months to construct. Each flat will be fitted out to meet 
the specific additional needs of the tenant. Bespoke specifications include wheel chair ramps throughout the 
property, electronic call systems and accessible door handles, sockets and switches. Once contracted, each EIS 
company intends to:  

• Appoint an experienced project manager under a development management contract; 

• Sub-contract the building work to a contractor under a fixed price JCT building contract; and 

• Appoint an independent employer’s agent, who is responsible for providing expert advice and monitoring 
through the life of each project. 
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After the project begins, the companies will make staged payments to their contractor under the terms of the 
appropriate JCT contract, once work has been completed and approved by the employer’s agent. Each company’s 
project will be insured under a project insurance policy. The companies will be paid by the relevant property 
developer on completion of the project, and each company will take security over each contracted project being 
undertaken. The projects themselves have a relatively short construction phase and are easy to forecast, so the 
businesses should be able to manage their pipelines to ensure there is adequate liquidity to meet shareholders’ exit 
expectations. 

Agricultural Construction 
Agriculture is competitive and price sensitive, resulting in slim margins forcing farmers to find ways to reduce costs. 
For example, according to DEFRA, there are around 127,000 holdings in the UK including an estimated 25,000 
poultry farms and less than 5% of them have any form of renewable generation or energy efficiency technology on 
site. This is despite the fact that the use of renewable energy and associated services on farms has been proven to 
reduce the farmers’ cost base by 10% to 15% thanks to reduced energy and food costs, while accelerating the 
growing cycle. 

In order to bridge this gap in the market each EIS company will work with developers to manage the planning and 
permitting processes, source the EPC and O&M providers and manage the construction process of new, purpose 
built agricultural buildings. By providing these services, the Company assists farmers to overcome: (i) lack of access 
to upfront capital; (ii) lack of renewables project development expertise; and (iii) lack of renewable energy 
operational expertise.  

Triple Point has an ample and growing pipeline of around 50 projects worth £175m: nine with contracts under 
negotiation requiring around £15 million capex; 15 where site assessments have been completed; and 30 where 
contacts have been established.  

Energy Centre Construction and Operation 
Combined heat and power (CHP) integrates the production of usable heat and power (electricity), in a single, highly 
efficient process. A number of businesses that are providers of CHP are currently seeking EIS funding to expand 
their power generation. One such application of CHP is in food production, where the CO2 extraction and heat 
produced by power generation can be used by greenhouses in which fruit or vegetables, such as tomatoes, are 
grown, increasing crop yield. This brings benefits for the producer and generates a steady additional revenue stream 
for the EIS Company operating the CHP generator. 

The Manager’s partners have been using agricultural combined heat and power since 1998, installing the first CHP 
plant with CO2 extraction in the UK. This process uses the waste heat and CO2 from power generation to enhance 
the growing environment within the glasshouses. Most of the electricity generated is sold to the National Grid, 
supplying low carbon power.  Little heat is wasted; heat that cannot be immediately used is stored as hot water in 
600,000 litre insulated tanks for later use.  During 2013 the Manager’s partners completed a 15MW agricultural CHP 
plant, which is the largest fully functioning CHP in horticulture in the UK. 

Exit Strategy 
The Manager works closely with its investee companies to achieve an exit for investors after the three year EIS 
holding period. 

It facilitates this exit strategy by ensuring that the companies have attractive selling incentives.  These companies 
are expected, amongst other points, to receive high credit quality cash flows, which often include inflation linking, 
making them an attractive proposition for purchase.  

There is also the potential for refinancing through a sale to a third party such as pension or infrastructure fund. In 
many cases, such as construction projects, an exit happens automatically once construction is complete. However,  
there can be no guarantee that investors will be able to dispose of their shares at the end of the three year holding 
period and unlike some other similar services the Manager is not seeking to create a secondary market. 
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Key Parties 
The Manager 
Triple Point was founded in 2004. It is a specialist investment manager, aiming to offer a range of innovative 
investments, particularly in EIS, IHT mitigation and venture capital trusts. The Manager seeks investments that 
typically target three objectives: capital security, high probability of exit and tax-efficient returns. 

Key Personnel 

Claire Ainsworth 

Clair is Managing Partner, Chief Investment Officer and Chairman of the Investment Committee for Triple Point.  She 
has eight years’ venture capital investment experience and 30 years’ industry experience, including 16 years in 
structured finance at Deutsche Bank where she was Managing Director and involved in transactions totalling £10 
billion.  Claire graduated in Law from Oxford. 

Mike Bayer 

Mike is Partner, Head of Compliance and member of the Investment Committee.  He has 23 years’ experience in the 
financial and investment sectors focusing on the provision of debt and equity capital including private equity 
investment at 3i, acquisition finance debt at Dresdner Kleinwort, and corporate finance advice at Ernst & Young.  
Mike is a Chartered Accountant and ICAEW/CISI qualified Corporate Finance practitioner.  He graduated in Physics 
and Business Studies from the University of Warwick. 

Ben Beaton 

Ben is Partner, Head of Investment and member of the Investment Committee. He has seven years’ venture capital 
investment experience, and three years’ hydro-electric power investment experience.  He has led the sourcing and 
negotiating of a broad spectrum of investments including £80m in the cinema digitisation sector.  Ben graduated in 
Biological Sciences from the University of Edinburgh. 

James Cranmer 

James is Partner and Head of Leasing.  He has 20 years’ experience in structured, asset and vendor finance.  James is 
responsible for originations in excess of £750m into UK local authorities, NHS hospital trusts, FTSE 100 and small 
and medium sized companies.  James graduated from St Andrews University 

Bryan Curel 

Bryan is Partner and legal counsel.  He has 25 years’ asset finance experience, and nine years’ experience as 
founding partner of CBY Solicitors.  He also has nine years’ experience as the head of the Technology Finance legal 
team and a director at Kleinwort Benson (later Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein). 

Peter Hargreaves 

Peter is Group Company Secretary.  He was a partner at Ernst & Young for ten years.  He is a Jersey Law 
Commissioner and a professional director and trustee.  Peter graduated from Oxford.  He is a Chartered Accountant 
and member of the Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners. 

Ian McLennan 

Ian is Partner and member of Investment Committee.  He has seven years’ venture capital investment experience, 
and 27 years’ investment industry experience with international companies such as UBS AG & Brevan Howard.  He 
led the sourcing and negotiating of over £75m in the renewable energy sector.  Ian has a First class Accountancy 
degree from the University of Glasgow, and has been a CFA Charterholder since 1991. 

Belinda Thomas 

Belinda is a Principal and Head of Sales.  She has five years asset finance experience and 16 years industry 
experience.  She was a Client Director at Schroders Private Bank for eight years, where she was responsible for UK 
and international high net worth clients.  Belinda is a Chartered Member of the Securities Institute, ACA, and 
graduated in Geography from the University of Newcastle upon Tyne.   
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Jonathan Parr 

Jonathan is Investment Manager and Head of Product Development.  He has four years’ venture capital investment 
experience and four years’ tax advisory experience. 

Management Track Record 
Tripe Point has sourced, raised and exited over £295million VCT and EIS investments, including £82 million for 
digital cinema types of investments, with Odeon Cinemas.  Odeon has become the first UK cinema chain to install 
digital equipment.  £63 million of the £295million was invested in solar PV assets. 

This is the fourth series of EIS companies from the Manager. The previous EIS may offer a guide to Triple Point EIS: 

• EIS 1 began trading satellite capacity in September 2007; shareholders exited in March 2011, six months 
after the end of the EIS holding period.  Investors received a pre-tax equivalent IRR of 9.0%.  

• EIS 2 was a group of five EIS companies, which installed and maintained digital equipment in a leading 
cinema chain. One of these companies has reached the end of its minimum holding period and to date 107p 
has been returned to investors within 3 months of the end of the minimum holding period with a small 
amount to follow once the liquidation process is complete. 

• EIS 3 was a group of three EIS companies, which installed and maintained digital equipment in a leading 
cinema chain.  

• EIS 4 was an EIS company, accessed via the Triple Point EIS service, and is involved in renewable energy 
generation from a ground mounted solar PV site.  This company is still within its three-year obligatory 
holding period. 
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Financials 
Costs 
Charges levied on Investor Subscriptions  

 none 

Charges Levied On Investee Companies  

Initial Charge - 2.5% Clients must be advised.  No commission is 
paid to advisers, adviser facilitated charging is 
available. 

Annual Management Charge  2.25% The Manager pays the Custodian’s and 
nominee fees, bank charges and the costs of 
reporting to investors. 

Director Pay There are two directors in each of the EIS investee companies. One 
is a Triple Point director who will not receive any remuneration 
from the EIS Service. The other is an independent director and will 
receive between £5,000 and £6,000 p.a. 
£10k administration running charges. 

General Notes on EIS charges that may apply to all EIS and not necessarily to the Fund 

• Miscellaneous fees levied at prevailing rates may vary widely and can significantly dilute the value of the Investee Companies’ 
equity.  

• Fees levied for corporate services, such as secretarial, marketing, board appointments, business consulting etc, rates may vary 
widely. 

• EIS fees, whether applied to subscription or to the Companies, potentially dilutes investor equity.  

• All fees may be subject to VAT. 
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Team 

 

Anthony Yadgaroff  

Anthony Yadgaroff is founder and Chairman of Allenbridge Limited, 
which publishes research through its ‘Tax Shelter Report’ on VCTs and 
EISs, Ground Rents, high yielding Property Funds and other investment 
vehicles through the Yadgaroff Report. Anthony founded Allenbridge 
Group plc in 1984, the retail division of which was acquired to Close 
Brothers Asset Management in February 2011. He is chairman of 
Allenbridge Investment Solutions LLP (“AIS”) and is a member of the 
partnership alongside Moody’s, the global rating agency. AIS is a leading 
UK investment advisory business, consulting to pension funds and 
charity clients which control some £45 billion of assets. Anthony is also a 
non-executive director of Anglo-Pacific Group plc, a FTSE All-Share, 
London-listed company specialising in mining royalties, and serves on 
the boards of a number of charities and non-profit organisations. He is a 
member of the Chartered Institute for Securities & Investment. 

 

 

 

Alan Saunders  

Alan Saunders has had a long career in financial markets in a variety of 
roles which have given him a broad perspective on investment issues. He 
has been involved with Allenbridge for some ten years but has a variety 
of other directorships and consultancies. He started his career as a 
stockbroker at Simon & Coates, becoming a partner before leaving the 
City to join Shell as their Chief Economist. He then returned to the City as 
an investment director at Lazards before joining UBS Private Banking 
where he was responsible for discretionary and advisory clients. 
Currently, he is the independent adviser to Dorset CC Pension Fund and 
an independent trustee of Hays plc and Fujitsu Pension Schemes. Alan is 
a member of the Oversight Committee of CBRE Global Investors, the UK 
property fund management company. He is also chairman of the JP 
Morgan Emerging Markets Investment Trust plc, and a member of the 
Investment Committee of Lloyds Bank Insurance. 

 

 

 

Gareth Robertson  

Gareth Robertson has over twenty five years' experience in institutional 
fund management, with Barclays Bank, M&G and Invesco, and in UK  
and European corporate stockbroking as a director of Swiss Bank 
Corporation. He has also carried out management consultancy work  
for a wide range of clients such as Siemens, Compart-Montedison, 
Sumitomo Finance International, Man Group and the European 
Commission, and was group marketing director at a London-listed 
financial services company for six years before joining Allenbridge  
in 2007.  
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stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form by any means, electronic, photographic 
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Website reminder 
If you haven’t already done so, please let us have your email address. If you do so, we will let you 
know when we add reviews or other items to the restricted area of our site. 

Just Log In and go to My Profile then Edit My Details. 

You can also see news items on the home page of the site, and professional subscribers can see 
additional news items on FCA restricted products just by clicking Log In as soon as they visit the site. 

Readers should note that investment in a Venture Capital Trust or EIS carries a greater risk than some 
other investments, there is unlikely to be an active market in the shares, which will make them 
difficult to dispose of, and proper information for determining their current value may not be 
available. Prospective investors are strongly advised to consult their professional adviser about the 
amount of tax relief (if any) they can obtain.  

Although we have taken reasonable care to ensure statements of fact and opinion contained in this 
document are fair and accurate in all material respects, such accuracy cannot be guaranteed. 
Accordingly, we hereby disclaim all responsibility for any inaccuracies or omissions, which may make 
such statements misleading, and for any consequence arising there from. While reports in this 
publication may make specific investment recommendations, nothing in the publication enclosed 
with it is an invitation to purchase or subscribe for shares or other securities. 
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